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Introduction: The International Diffusion of Liberalism
Beth A. Simmons, Frank Dobbin, and Geoffrey Garrett

Abstract Political scientists, sociologists, and economists have all sought to analyze the spread of economic and political liberalism across countries in recent decades. This article documents this diffusion of liberal policies and politics and proposes four distinct theories to explain how the prior choices of some countries and international actors affect the subsequent behavior of others: coercion, competition, learning, and emulation. These theories are explored empirically in the symposium articles that follow. The goal of the symposium is to bring quite different and often isolated schools of thought into contact and communication with one another, and to define common metrics by which we can judge the utility of the contending approaches to diffusion across different policy domains.

The worldwide spread of economic and political liberalism was the defining feature of the late twentieth century. Free-market-oriented economic reforms—macroeconomic stabilization, liberalization of foreign economic policies, privatization, and deregulation—took root in many parts of the world. At more or less the same time, a “third wave” of democratization and liberal constitutionalism washed over much of the globe. Most economists believe the gains to developing countries from the liberalization of economic policies to be in the hundreds of billions of dollars. But they also acknowledge the instability and human insecurity sometimes left in liberalization’s wake.¹ Political scientists argue that the rise of democracy has contributed to the betterment of both human rights and international security.² While the precise effects of these twin waves of liberalization are still debated, it is hard to deny that they have had a tremendous impact on the
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contemporary world. But we are interested in a prior question: why has much of
the world come to accept markets and democracy?

Some commentators focus on the exercise of American power. According to
this line of argument, the hegemonic United States—often acting through the
Bretton Woods international economic institutions it helped create after World
War II—has used a combination of carrots (political and military support, as well
as preferential access to U.S. markets) and sticks (from strings attached to finan-
cial assistance to threats of military coercion) to impose its vision for political and
economic liberalism on the rest of the world. Others see the decentralized process
of technologically induced globalization at work. Sharp declines in the ability of
governments to control cross-border movements of goods, services, and capital
are thought to have forced countries to compete with each other for investment
and market share by enacting political and economic reforms that reduce govern-
mental constraints on finance and firms. Still another line of argument focuses
more on the emergence of influential ideologies, from monetarism to glasnost, which
may have little to do with political power or market dynamics.

This symposium puts these processes under the analytic microscope. We are
interested primarily in how a given country’s policy choices are affected by the
prior choices of other countries, sometimes mediated by international organiza-
tions and private transnational actors. There is considerable variation in the spread
of liberal policies across time and space, which the contributors to this sympo-
sium exploit to explore the processes underpinning liberalization. Our principal
objective is to shed light on the causal mechanisms that explain the timing and
geographic reach of liberal innovations. What has caused these new policies to
diffuse across time and space?

The contending approaches to liberalization we outline share the assumption
that national policy choices are interdependent—that governments adopt new pol-
ices not in isolation but in response to what their counterparts in other countries
are doing. In this introduction, we review four distinct mechanisms through which
interdependent decision making may take place—coercion, competition, learning,
and emulation. We begin by describing the patterns of liberalization that we seek
to explain. We then move on to distinguish interdependent decision making by
national governments from the null hypothesis of independent decision making,
which has been for decades the workhorse approach in comparative and inter-
national political economy. We then elaborate the four classes of diffusion hypoth-
eses found in the literature, which are subsequently tested alongside one another
and developed in the other articles in this symposium. We end by previewing the
findings of the coming articles.

The Spread of Economic and Political Liberalism

We define liberalism conventionally. Economic liberalism, in the classic rather than
the American sense, refers to policies that reduce government constraints on eco-
conomic behavior and thereby promote economic exchange: “marketization.” Political liberalism refers to policies that reduce government constraints on political behavior, promote free political exchange, and establish rights to political participation: “democratization.”

There is no doubt that both forces have been powerful facets of the global political economy in recent decades. Figure 1 documents this trend on three key indicators of liberalization in the 1980s and 1990s. The privatization of state-owned enterprises went from an iconoclastic policy idea in Margaret Thatcher’s 1979 British election manifesto to a major element of economic policy in both developed and developing countries over the course of twenty years. At more or less the same time, there was a dramatic opening of national economies to external forces—exemplified by substantial reductions in policy restrictions on cross-border capital flows.

But the scope of liberalization was not limited to economic policy. Perhaps the headline political statistic of the late twentieth century was that the proportion of democratic countries in the world more than doubled between 1980 and 2000, from under 30 percent to almost 60 percent (while the number of sovereign states in the world also doubled to roughly 200).

Moreover, all three curves in Figure 1 follow the classic S-shaped logistic curve associated with the diffusion of innovation, beginning with hesitant early moves to liberalize in only a few countries, followed by a rapid escalation in the trend, and finally a leveling off. In less than a generation, a new equilibrium level of liberalism appears to have been established in each realm.

Figure 2 demonstrates that in addition to this broad trend toward political and economic liberalism, there was considerable convergence in national trajectories.\(^6\) Cross-national variation, defined in terms of coefficients of variation (the standard deviation of each distribution divided by its mean), declined substantially in each of the three areas of privatization (representing domestic economic liberalization), capital account openness (external economic liberalization) and democracy (political liberalization).

It is important to note, however, that these broad global trends toward liberalism belie substantial variations in the paths pursued by countries in different parts of the world. Figures 3 to 5 break down the global averages presented in Figure 1 by geographic region. As students of democracy know well, there have been three waves of democratization in recent decades (see Figure 3). Latin American countries began to democratize in the 1970s, to the point where today the region is almost as democratic as North America and Western Europe. The same kind of pattern, though less pronounced, was apparent in East Asia and the Pacific. A second wave of democratization centered around the fall of the Berlin Wall and the subsequent velvet revolutions in the former Soviet bloc between 1989 and 1991—but it should also be noted that the pace and extent of democratization was almost

\(^6\) For recent reviews of the “convergence” literature, see Heichel, Pape, and Sommerer 2005; and Knill 2005.
as great, and began just a few years earlier, in South Asia. The number of democracies in Sub-Saharan Africa also began to increase in 1989, though that region still lags behind Eastern Europe and Central Asia. The Middle East and North Africa saw no significant democratization in the 1980s and 1990s.

Figure 4 presents data on the openness of national economies to international financial flows with respect to foreign direct investment (FDI); the buying and selling of stocks, bonds and currencies across national borders; and international bank lending. The most dramatic feature of this figure is the rapid march among the countries of North America and Western Europe toward complete financial openness. The same general trend, though muted, applies in Central Europe, East Asia, and Latin America. There were small moves toward capital mobility in Sub-Saharan Africa, but only in the mid- and late 1990s. Financial policy remained relatively closed in the Middle East and in South Asia in the 1980s and 1990s.

Finally, Figure 5 presents data on regional variations in privatization. Given that the data are measured in terms of the prices at which state-owned assets were sold (relative to gross domestic product [GDP]), it is not surprising that these curves are less smooth. Nonetheless, it is clear that privatization took off earlier and was more pronounced in Eastern Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and North America, and Western Europe than elsewhere. The radical and thoroughgoing nature of the velvet revolutions in the former Soviet countries is readily apparent in the case of privatization, no doubt in large measure because these countries had the most state-owned assets to sell in the 1990s.

FIGURE 3. Regional variations in democracy
FIGURE 4. Regional variations in financial openness

FIGURE 5. Regional variations in privatization
Figures 3 to 5 demonstrate that despite the global trend toward liberalism, there were important differences in the trajectories of different parts of the world—differences across regions, over time, and among different dimensions of liberalization. The Middle East and North Africa did not liberalize much, if any, in the 1980s and 1990s. Latin America democratized and marketized gradually over the whole period, whereas the shift from state socialism to capitalist democracy was much more abrupt in Eastern Europe.

What kinds of dynamics produced these “regional effects”? Growing literatures in political science and sociology point to different explanations for such policy clustering, which we dub “diffusion.” We now define diffusion and distinguish it from alternative causal forces.

Policy Diffusion—and Its Alternatives

International policy diffusion occurs when government policy decisions in a given country are systematically conditioned by prior policy choices made in other countries (sometimes mediated by the behavior of international organizations or even private actors or organizations). Theories of diffusion have pointed to diverse mechanisms ranging from Bayesian learning to rational competition through hegemonic domination to unthinking emulation of leaders. Theories of diffusion encompass a wide array of assumptions about who the primary actors are, what motivates their behavior, the nature and extent of the information on which they base decisions, and their ultimate goals.

But what theorists of diffusion explicitly reject is the notion that processes of policy change can adequately be understood by conceiving of national governments as making decisions independently of each other. Policy independence is thus the null hypothesis that motivates our project. Most cross-national social science research focuses on variants of this null hypothesis, developing explanations based on the specific conditions governments encounter. For example, differences in economic development, social cleavages, national institutions, and elite interactions have all been argued to play important roles in democratization. Students of the spread of democracy, and of market institutions, frequently presume that decisions to democratize are made in isolation.

A small literature has developed that takes seriously the international diffusion of democracy, but little has been done to date to fashion an integrated model or to test competing hypotheses. The political economy literature, perhaps more sur-
prisingly, is also dominated by research that assumes independent policy choice. Political economists have analyzed restrictions on cross-border capital flows as tools of economic repression or reasoned that such controls could be explained by partisanship, domestic cleavages and governments’ desires for seigniorage. Recent work on the choice of monetary and exchange-rate institutions also focuses on the null hypothesis, as amply demonstrated by a recent special symposium of *International Organization* focusing on domestic political pressures, domestic veto players, federalism, coalition governments, and domestic policy transparency as determinants of national monetary institutions and policies.

In the past twenty years, an important strand of research in political economy has linked domestic policy choice with constraints, pressures, and opportunities generated by the international economy. Gourevitch studied the impact of position in the international economy on domestic responses to economic crisis. Rogowski analyzed trade policy coalitions in comparative advantage terms. Frieden hypothesized that the preferences of domestic groups vis-à-vis financial liberalization and exchange-rate policy were the function of their specific endowments. But these studies tend to reduce “external influences” to simple exogenous factors, notably changes in relative prices around the world. None explicitly explores the possibility of interdependent decision making—the impact of policy choices in other countries on the behavior of governments at home.

Frieden and Rogowski posited the simplest possible argument to explain economic liberalization in recent decades. They contend that “exogenous easing,” such as declining transport and communication costs, has greatly increased the opportunity costs of closure. Over time, these costs have mounted on governments, increasing the incentive to open their economies. As Garrett and Lange were quick to note, however, the pace and extent of liberalization have varied substantially across countries. Garrett and Lange argued that it was critical to take seriously this variation, rather than dismissing it as “noise,” as theorists of exogenous easing tended to do. They then proposed a framework for analyzing how constellations of domestic interests and institutions mediate between lower costs of international movements and national policy liberalization.

Our intention is not to deny that relative prices and other factors exogenous to the decision-making environment in any one country affect policy choice. But from our perspective, the critical analytic point is that exogenous shocks—such as changing world prices—are a commonly experienced phenomenon to which governments must decide how to respond. Their responses are no doubt influenced in a “bottom-up” fashion by conditions and institutions within their countries. But they are surely also affected by the decisions and behavior of other countries. The challenge facing theorists of international policy diffusion is to demonstrate that domestic political and economic factors cannot alone predict when governments adopt new policies, and to develop and test hypotheses that distinguish among the several possible mechanisms of diffusion. We argue that government decision making in these critical areas has in fact been highly interdependent and that the mechanisms of diffusion can potentially be teased out in empirical analyses.

Mechanisms of Global Diffusion

Interdependent decision making has long informed the study of international relations and international political economy. There is an affinity between the recent game theory revolution in the social sciences and international policy diffusion. But diffusion processes are characteristically uncoordinated processes, which cannot easily be subsumed under the umbrella of fully informed, rational decision making. Indeed, the interest of the social sciences in diffusion is not only much broader; it also long predates the influence of game theory. Anthropologists in the first half of the twentieth century “laid primary stress on diffusion, that is, the process of adopting or borrowing by one culture from another various devices, implements, institutions, and beliefs.” More recently, sociologists have argued that nations mimic their successful peers almost ritualistically. Economists debate whether there is a rational/material base to international financial crises, or whether they result from “contagious” herd behavior. Political scientists have incorporated the diffusion of ideas into their accounts of the choice of economic policies. Students of organizational behavior model international networks among people and firms that are said to drive the diffusion of technology and management practices.

26. See, for example, Gilardi’s study of the diffusion of independent regulatory agencies (2005).
32. See Hall 1989; and McNamara 1998.
But which of these processes is the most important, and under what circumstances does each operate? How can we distinguish among them, both theoretically and empirically? Next we sketch four discrete diffusion mechanisms that are amenable to rigorous empirical testing.

Coercion

One prominent explanation for the spread of economic and political liberalism involves a distinctly antiliberal mechanism: coercion. Powerful countries can explicitly or implicitly influence the probability that weaker nations adopt the policy they prefer by manipulating the opportunities and constraints encountered by target countries, either directly or through the international and nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) they influence. Whether direct or mediated, this mechanism may involve the threat or use of physical force, the manipulation of economic costs and benefits, and/or even the monopolization of information or expertise—all with the aim of influencing policy change in other countries. Coercive diffusion involves power asymmetries that the strong exploit to impose their policy preferences on weaker countries.\(^{34}\)

Coercion theorists begin by assuming that a powerful nation has an intentional motive to stimulate policy change in another country or countries. Most also assume that weaker countries would prefer to resist were it not for the foreign influence.\(^ {35} \) The capacity and will of the more powerful player to influence the incentives (broadly understood) of the weaker to liberalize are key to the “hard” coercion approach. In the simplest form of this theory, dominant nations and their agents directly coerce weaker nations to adopt policy changes that those weaker nations would not otherwise have adopted.

There are many variations on this basic theme. Dominant countries may exercise power bilaterally\(^ {36} \) or through collective entities acting as their allies or agents.\(^ {37} \) In some areas, private actors may play important roles in coercion.\(^ {38} \)

---

34. Essentially hierarchical in nature, coercion is a form of “vertical diffusion” discussed in much of the literature on federalism and European regionalism. See, for example, Daley and Garand 2005; and Gilardi 2005.

35. This is not always easy to establish empirically, even in cases where it is broadly assumed that governments are being coerced. Vreeland 2003, for example, argues that governments often accept IMF loans because they want conditions externally imposed on them, rather than the other way around. See Drazen 2002, for a similar argument.

36. The United States, for example, is putting significant bilateral pressures for policy liberalization on the would-be members of the Central American Free Trade Agreement; see Financial Times, 17 December 2003, The Americas, 2. On the Mexico-European Union Political and Economic Association Agreement of December 1997, which ultimately led to a free-trade agreement in March 2000, see Sanahuja 2000. The European Commission and the United States have demanded privatization in developing countries in exchange for further agricultural liberalization. See “A privatisers’ hit list: European commission demands to deregulate services spell disaster for the developing world,” The Guardian (London), 18 April 2002.

37. The IMF and the World Bank, along with various US government agencies, are seen as exemplars of coercive liberalization, through various forms of conditional lending and other assistance. On the “Washington consensus”, see Williamson 1993.

38. Private banks, for example, in IMF conditionality. See Gould 2003; and Edwards 1997.
While the identity of the actors may differ, their relationship is characteristically hierarchical: the more powerful actors have access to, and potentially use, resources to affect the incentives of others to liberalize. Hard coercion of course has its limits. The more resistant the weaker party, the greater the incentives required and the more serious the “enforcement” and “monitoring” costs needed to secure the desired policy change.\(^{39}\)

Various forms of “soft” coercion may be common in the diffusion of policy liberalization. The policies of powerful governments often constitute focal points in policy coordination games with multiple equilibria.\(^{40}\) Dominant countries adopt one policy approach—for example, the Basel Accord in capital market regulation—that establishes the equilibrium in which weaker countries are expected to participate.\(^{41}\) Coercive intent may or may not be at work in such cases. It is only a small step to Gruber’s notion of “go-it-alone-power,” by which larger countries make policy decisions that significantly alter the status quo for others, giving the latter little choice but to follow suit.\(^{42}\)

Softer still, powerful countries may be closely aligned with theories, information, or ideas that favor particular policy moves, such as liberalization. With a sort of Gramscian ideological hegemony, dominant actors can influence others through ideational channels without exerting physical power or materially altering costs or benefits. By virtue of their central positions in policy networks, more powerful countries may be influential in the framing of policy discussions.\(^{43}\)

How can one demonstrate that coercion (in its harder and softer manifestations) actually explains policy change? In order to make the case, one must identify the coercive actors, show that these actors support the policy in question, and demonstrate the channel through which the powerful influence policy change across borders. If the International Monetary Fund (IMF) is the hypothesized source of influence (acting as a de facto agent of the leading nations that influence the organization), empirical tests should demonstrate that the IMF favored the policy in question and that countries adopting the policy were particularly dependent on IMF largesse. Similarly, studies linking policy diffusion to soft coercion should show that the policy ideas actively promoted by strong countries are more likely to be put into practice in weaker countries structurally or situationally dependent on them.

39. See Eichengreen and Ruehl 2000; Sachs and Huizinga 1987; and Cordella and Dell’Ariccia 2002.


42. Gruber 2000 provides the example of Mexican liberalization in the wake of the US-Canada Free Trade Area.

43. Hira 1998. Practically every international financial institution—from the Bank for International Settlements to the International Monetary Fund to the various regional institutions—has a research department engaged in the dissemination of economic models favored by economists in wealthy, core countries. See de Vries 1997; and Polak 1997.
Competition

Competition is a more decentralized mechanism for policy diffusion than coercion. Theorists of competition-based diffusion stress the differential attractiveness of certain policies to investors and buyers in international markets. Competition arguments are typically applied to economic policies, though there is some evidence that investors and even buyers in the global marketplace have preferences for certain political systems, sometimes for liberal democracy and sometimes for benevolent authoritarianism. Students of competitive diffusion elaborate the policy moves through which governments compete with each other for internationally mobile capital and export-market share. Simplifying regulatory requirements, ameliorating investment risks, and reducing tax burdens are often viewed as policy choices that can, quite quickly, make an investment locale more attractive, exports more competitive, and an economy more vital. The mechanisms underlying competitive diffusion are broadly the same for theorists who see competition as a positive force promoting efficient policy tools and those who see competition producing a “race to the bottom” as countries slash taxes, social spending, and environmental and labor regulations to win over investors and export markets.

Competitive theories of the diffusion of liberalization must stipulate why competition among countries, and not just “efficiency” within them, drives the spread of a particular policy. After all, economic efficiency is likely to be an important element in the decision calculus of governments. The question is: how and why might competition among countries elicit a particular policy change? The conventional wisdom is that in the absence of competition, governments often prefer extensive market regulation and large public economies, which can help them to achieve economic stability, pursue social purposes such as the redistribution of wealth and risk, and collect rents. As long as competing jurisdictions have similar levels of regulation and public investment, the thinking goes, those controlling mobile factors of production can choose along locations on these dimensions. This is how a high regulation equilibrium can be sustained.

The high regulation equilibrium may be destabilized, however, once a government from a competing jurisdiction breaks ranks and begins to liberalize, regardless of the reason. When a country’s policy choice gives it an edge in attracting foreign investment or in selling to export markets, competitors will have strong incentives to give up policy tools they favor on political or social grounds and follow suit—for fear of large-scale losses of investment and jobs. This of course happens whether the new policy actually creates favorable circumstances, or whether investors and global buyers merely believe that it creates favorable circumstances.

Competition theorists share some important assumptions. First, they assume that the policy under examination has the potential to affect the flow of international production and capital or the attractiveness of a nation’s exports. Absent this

---

44. See Jensen 2003; and Meyer 1998.
assumption, there would be no reason to respond to the policies of another government; nothing tangible would be at stake.

Second, they assume that the policies that diffuse have consequential effects in the short- to medium term. The longer it takes for a specific policy to affect international business activity, the less likely a government will be to give up a favored policy tool. Governments, after all, do not have infinite time horizons.

Third, competitive models assume an information-rich (in fact, close to perfect) environment. Competitive models of diffusion assume that it is possible for governments (and analysts) to determine which countries compete with each other, in which markets, and how intense the competition is. Governments are also assumed to know how policy changes in other countries will affect the global economic landscape and how this will in turn affect welfare in their own countries. Diffusion by competition is expected to increase the more intense the economic competition between countries and the more a given policy instrument is expected to influence that competition.

Finally, whereas coercion theorists assume that the most important relationships in diffusion processes are vertical, competition theorists assume that the most important relationships are horizontal. The policies of one’s economic equals are more important than the policies of the economic powers. Policy liberalization should spread most readily among units that are similar on important competitive dimensions, among the Davids and among the Goliaths but not necessarily from the Goliaths to the Davids of the world.

That jurisdictions compete in their formulation of economic policies is hardly a new insight. This dynamic has been documented extensively at the subnational level, with respect to a wide range of phenomena ranging from tax concessions to the introduction of lotteries. Competitive models are increasingly employed in studies of regional integration, for example in the context of the European Union. Several influential studies argue that competition for mobile capital has driven macroeconomic “convergence” around the neoliberal ideal, first in the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) and then in the developing world as well, due to competition among countries for increasingly mobile capital and firms—reducing social programs and shifting the tax burden from capital to labor.

Unfortunately, however, most studies of global competition do not test the theory directly but assume that indicators of “openness” suffice to capture the pressures

46. See Berry and Berry 1990; Brueckner 2000; and Peterson and Rom 1990.
47. See, for example, Sinn and Ochel 2003.
48. See Garrett 1998; Garrett and Mitchell 2001; Garrett 2001; Kaufman and Segura-Ubiergo 2001; and Rudra 2002. The evidence for a race to the bottom in social spending under conditions of greater openness in these studies is decidedly mixed.
49. See Genschel 2002; Rodrik 1997; and Oates 2001. After a decade of careful research, however, the empirical evidence on whether international market exposure has made taxes more regressive remains inconclusive. See Baldwin and Krugman 2004; Garrett and Mitchell 2001; and Swank 1992 and 1998.
governments experience to alter their fiscal or social policies. A more precise test of the competition hypothesis involves linking liberalization in country A to the policies of A’s competitors in the world economy. There is no particular reason to believe that A’s level of exposure to world markets per se is responsible for policy liberalization or deregulation, especially if few other countries with whom A competes have themselves done so.

Competition models should specify as precisely as possible the areas in which governments can be expected to be sensitive to the policies of their peers. Exporters, for example, are likely to be most influenced by policy changes in other countries that affect input costs, such as wages. A policy that reduces labor costs in a competitor country should lead domestic exporters to lobby their government for an “equal playing field.” Foreign direct investors are sensitive to a range of transaction costs flowing from the political risks and contractual hazards inherent in operating a firm in a foreign jurisdiction. Policies that reduce these transaction costs in nations that compete for foreign investments should stimulate similar innovation at home. Foreign portfolio investors are especially responsive to taxes, inflationary pressures, and capital controls. These are all areas in which we would expect diffusion by competition to be especially powerful.

Competitive diffusion should be more pronounced among countries located within the same competitive networks. That is, one might expect a country to be much more influenced by the policy choices of its trading partners, countries with which it competes for trade in third countries, and countries with similar export profiles, than by the policies of countries that are not part of its commercial network. Competition for capital is harder to measure because networks may be more latent than those revealed in trade patterns. Competition for FDI could be a function of the degree to which countries share the same export partners, or the extent to which countries send the same kinds of products abroad. The more similar two countries are on these dimensions, the more competitive for FDI they are likely to be and the greater the weight of country A’s policy in predicting country B’s. For policies expected to affect nonequity portfolio investment, countries with similar credit ratings might be the most direct competitors.

In sum, the empirical task facing the competition approach to international policy diffusion is twofold. First, one must identify the network(s) of countries that

50. See, for example, Neumayer and de Soysa’s 2006 fine test of liberalization’s effect on labor standards and practices.
51. Spatial models measuring the “distance” between two competitors are an especially promising way to proceed empirically. Such spatial models are explained in a recent article by Beck, Gleditsch, and Beardsley 2006.
52. Henisz 2000.
57. See, for example, Elkins, Guzman, and Simmons 2006.
compete in different markets. Second, proponents must demonstrate that changes in the policies of the members of a competitive network increase the probability of similar changes in other countries in the network—with the pace and probability of change an increasing function of "proximity" in the network (measured by similarities in trade profiles, per capita income, and so on).

Learning

Learning refers to a change in beliefs or change in one’s confidence in existing beliefs, which can result from exposure to new evidence, theories, or behavioral repertoires. Some researchers distinguish “simple learning,” in which new information leads to changes in means but not ends, from more complex cognitive processes involving new beliefs about ends as well. In the realm of public policy, actors may be learning at both the simple tactical level (how to better achieve a particular goal) and at a deeper level (what goals they should pursue). For diffusion theories based on learning, the choices of others are important not because they affect the payoffs of a policy choice (as in both hegemonic and competitive theories discussed above), but rather because others’ choices generate new data that informs beliefs about causal relationships.

Three approaches have been useful in understanding social learning: political science perspectives on social knowledge; Bayesian learning from economics, and the work on channeled learning developed largely by sociologists. In political science, Haas’s work has drawn attention to the generation of social knowledge, or “the sum of technical information and of theories about that information which commands sufficient consensus at a given time among interested actors to serve as a guide to public policy designed to achieve some social goal.” In this approach, policy innovation spreads in the wake of the diffusion of a shared fund of (often technical) knowledge among elites about what is effective. Learning in this literature is fostered by a cluster of intersubjectively defined conditions: shared norms, beliefs, and notions of evidentiary validity. “Epistemic communities” are major actors in the development of social knowledge and are especially influential in the policymaking process. This approach has much in common with constructivism, which we discuss under “emulation” below.

Economists take a more objectivist and individualistic view. They focus on the process of Bayesian updating, in which individuals add new data to prior knowl-

59. See the very useful review of the learning literature, especially as it has been applied to foreign policy decision making, by Levy 1994.
60. Philip Tetlock, for example, argues that learning can be hierarchical, but that most foreign policy learning takes place at the tactical level: political decision makers reconsider their basic strategic assumptions and orientation only after repeated failures to generate a tactical solution. See Levy 1994, 286.
edge and beliefs to revise their behavior accordingly. With new information, the probable range of hypotheses that might explain those data is likely to shift and also to narrow. The more consistent the new data, the more likely an actor’s probability estimates of the truth of various hypotheses are to converge on a narrow range of possibilities—and ultimately policies. Figure 6 illustrates the basic Bayesian mechanism. The flattest curve represents an actor’s initial estimate of which of several possible relationships is true. The wide dispersion indicates a good deal of uncertainty, but Hypothesis D is initially viewed as most likely. New data allow for a revision of the probability that D is true. In this case, the first round of new data causes the actor to believe that D and C are equally probable. Another round of observed data solidifies the belief in the probability of C. Bayesian learning has the effect of shifting both the mean and the dispersion of beliefs about the true nature of relationships in the world. In Figure 6, additional information shifted actors’ beliefs in hypothesis D toward hypothesis C. At the same time, certainty about this assessment solidified in the face of new information.

It is important to note, however, that nothing in the Bayesian learning mechanism guarantees that actors will converge on “the truth.” The process merely

Note: The figure represents changes in the estimated probability that hypotheses A through G are correct given new data or information (D1 and D2).

FIGURE 6. Bayesian updating
describes the way in which new information affects actors’ probability assessments. Just as an individual can “learn” a theory in physics that is later disproven, nations can take the wrong lessons from the policy experiences of others or can learn a wrong-headed theory. Exactly what actors learn will be influenced by a number of factors, including the source of new information and how it is processed.

Bayesian learning is a “rational” process in the sense that actors are assumed to make optimal use of available information—weighting learning in terms of objective similarities among cases (countries), extracting the right signal from the mass of noise, and so on. However, the aggregation of these individual choices may not be socially optimal. Economists recognize that sequential social learning can be responsible for “herd behavior,” as was evident in successive international financial crises in the 1990s. More generally, models in which actors learn from the decisions of a small number of leaders and suppress their private information tend to lead to Pareto-inefficient outcomes.64

One of the central issues in any learning model is how “data” are gathered and interpreted. Where do new data D1 and D2 in Figure 6 come from? It is obviously impossible for any actor to collect and process all information that might bear on a particular set of hypotheses. Information is costly, and actors are faced with a sampling problem. March and Simon argued long ago that the rationality of individual decision makers is bounded by their capacity to assemble and evaluate relevant evidence of the efficacy of a policy approach.65 Policymakers may use cognitive shortcuts in which attention is drawn to highly successful countries or to highly successful outcomes, rather than assessing all available information as the Bayesian approach demands. This kind of channeled learning may be facilitated by communication networks among actors who already are connected in other ways. The type of exchange of information is central to many sociological studies of policy diffusion.66 In these models, the cognitive process is dominated by an “availability heuristic,” in which actors unable to retrieve a full sample of information base their decisions on only those instances that are available to them—limiting the viable range of policy alternatives.67

Several important studies indicate the importance of learning within communications networks in the policy arena.68 Gray’s pioneering work on policy innovation among the states of the United States, for example, demonstrated that the intensity of contact among officials was associated with policy diffusion.69 Recent research on how developing countries formulate and implement policies ranging

64. See Banerjee 1992; and Bikhchandani, Hirschleifer, and Welch 1992.
68. The international relations literature has recognized a role for channeled learning outside of the policy realm. For example, with respect to coup contagion, see Li and Thompson 1975.
from pension reform to exchange-rate regimes to privatization programs similarly points to strong social learning from neighbors.\textsuperscript{70} It is well documented in the international literature that the process of negotiating and maintaining institutional affiliations may create opportunities to learn and persuade.\textsuperscript{71} International institutions are another natural conduit for learning and, especially, for organized pedagogy. The IMF, for example, regards its research function as a way to disseminate the lessons of earlier liberalizers (usually developed countries) to the rest of the world (primarily the developing countries).\textsuperscript{72} Many other examples can be found in the literature.\textsuperscript{73} In these cases, international organizations, either as agents or as sets of rules that enhance transparency, appear to have had important effects on information flows and policy transmission.

How might one devise tests for the influence of learning on policy diffusion? There are good reasons to suppose that learning has occurred when we see highly successful policy changes in country A, followed by similar changes in countries B and C. That is, measurable policy success should increase the probability of adoption elsewhere. In the case of privatization, for example, higher rates of investment and economic growth and lower deficits would suggest that the policy worked at the national level. Over time, the ratio of these measures among privatizers relative to nonprivatizers should predict future privatization efforts. It may be that learning happens at the global level, and it may be that it happens among groups of peers who share information and whose experiences are more relevant to each other—among neighbors, cultural groups, or states at the same level of development. Similar to firms that have sunk investments in particular technologies,\textsuperscript{74} governments may be reluctant to change course if the adjustment costs appear high and the payoff uncertain.\textsuperscript{75} Thus, one might expect that governments will change only in the face of strong and compelling evidence.

Learning theories suggest that information about policy success or failure abroad will influence the probability of policy change at home. The information may be acquired rationally, dispassionately, and completely, as in strict Bayesian models. It might be mediated through existing communication networks. Information might flow more quickly among peer groups of countries whose experiences are deemed most relevant to each other. In all cases, however, evidence of success increases the likelihood of adoption elsewhere. As we discuss below, this connection to some

\textsuperscript{70} See Brooks 2005; Khamfula 1998; and Meseguer 2004.
\textsuperscript{71} Haas 1959.
\textsuperscript{72} Quirk 1994.
\textsuperscript{73} To name but a few: Eising 2002 attributes the spread of liberalization in the electricity sector in Europe to learning facilitated by the Council of the European Union. Nye 1987 found that international institutions reinforced learning with respect to nuclear policy through their use of rules and standard operating procedures. Kahler 1994 has noted that the international financial institutions shape learning to reinforce their policy preferences.
\textsuperscript{74} See, for example, Atkeson and Kehoe 2001.
\textsuperscript{75} On the likelihood of incremental change in the absence of a dramatically successful model, see Schneider and Ingram 1988.
reasonable measure of “success” becomes more tenuous as one moves away from learning and toward diffusion processes based on emulation.\textsuperscript{76}

\textit{Emulation}

Sociologists have studied policy diffusion through the lens of “social construction” since the late 1970s.\textsuperscript{77} Constructivism is rooted in Weber’s insight that to understand social action one must grasp its meaning to the actors, and that that meaning is an empirically traceable product of social context.\textsuperscript{78} The distinguishing feature of social constructivism is its focus on the intersubjectivity of meaning—both legitimate ends and appropriate means are considered social constructs.\textsuperscript{79} According to this view, while policymakers believe that they can, should, and do divine the “best practice” in a given policy area, in fact they cannot accurately judge whether policy A is better than policy B with any certainty. Instead, theory and rhetoric often serve as the basis of decision making. But theory and rhetoric change over time, and as they do, social meaning is constructed and reconstructed. Thus, the same policies can have different meanings over time. Tariffs, for example, were thought to do very different things in 1880, 1947, and 1995.

The “world polity” approach draws on the Weberian view of an increasingly global culture comprising broad consensus on the set of appropriate social actors (individuals, organizations, and nation-states have replaced clans, city-states, fiefdoms), appropriate societal goals (economic growth and social justice have replaced territorial conquest and eternal salvation), and means for achieving those goals (tariff reduction and interest rate manipulation have replaced plunder and incantation). Meyer suggested that a view on what is “appropriate”—in terms of actors, goals, and policy means—has diffused from country to country around the globe, first in the West and then elsewhere.\textsuperscript{80} The initial empirical focus was social policies and human rights. Meyer and colleagues showed that between 1950 and 1970 all countries expanded mass schooling—which had been defined as key to achieving both growth and democracy—regardless of political ideology, political system or level of economic development.\textsuperscript{81} They found that developing and developed countries alike sign human rights treaties to signal their commitment to global norms. Global norms are strong enough to cause even countries that Amnesty International chides for abusing rights to sign on.\textsuperscript{82}

\textsuperscript{76} Many researchers find that learning and emulation are not necessarily mutually exclusive. See, for example, Meseguer 2005.
\textsuperscript{77} The first sustained analysis appeared in Meyer and Hannan 1979. For reviews of the literature, see Strang and Meyer 1994; Dobbin 1994; Rogers 1995; and Strang and Soule 1998.
\textsuperscript{78} Weber 1978, 4.
\textsuperscript{79} See Hirschman 1977; Meyer et al. 1997; and Berger and Luckmann 1966.
\textsuperscript{80} Boli-Bennett and Meyer 1978.
\textsuperscript{81} See Meyer et al. 1977; and Meyer, Ramirez, and Soysal 1992.
\textsuperscript{82} See Boyle and Preves 2000; Forsythe 1991; and Ramirez and McEneaney 1997.
Social construction became an established paradigm in international relations research in the latter 1990s. For proponents, understanding how public policies become socially accepted is the key to understanding why they diffuse. Social acceptance of a policy approach can happen in several ways. Powerful countries may serve as exemplars. As we have already pointed out, however, it can be difficult to discern where coercion ends and emulation begins when it comes to the influence of dominant actors.

Two other causal processes seem clearly to fit into the emulation category. First, groups of experts (epistemic communities, discussed above under social learning) may become advocates for a given policy, providing seemingly disinterested and objective analysis of its benefits. Students of epistemic communities postulate that policy professionals, academics, international nongovernmental organizations (INGOs), and NGOs can influence governments to adopt new policies simply by making arguments for them. Epistemic communities not only help to define new solutions to existing problems (for example, central bank independence as a solution to inflation) but also identify new problems and propose solutions to them (for example, global warming and the Kyoto protocols). The epistemic community of American economists is often seen to have played a critical role in economic liberalization in Latin America and beyond. It may be that Latin American countries sent economics students to the University of Chicago because they wanted, ex ante, to join the liberal bandwagon driven by Friedman and colleagues. This would suggest that North American economists had an effect on Latin American economic policies, but that their influence operated through the preferences of national leaders who sent deputy finance ministers to train in the United States, rather than through the preferences of newly minted Chicago School graduates themselves. Either way, the community of economists has arguably shaped new policy norms.

Whereas conventional logic-of-development arguments suggest that countries will adopt certain programs when they are developmentally ready for them, world polity theorists have found that countries embrace new norms for symbolic reasons, even when they cannot begin to put them into practice. This is particularly true of social welfare policies and human rights. Strang and Chang, for example, find that large numbers of countries ratified International Labor Organization treaties guaranteeing welfare rights, but that only in developed countries did ratification lead to increased welfare expenditures. Developing countries signed the treaty even though they lacked the resources to carry through. This may not represent bad faith so much as the power of new international norms even in countries that are not developmentally capable of implementing them. Even in the realm of
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86. Numerous studies have purported to show, for example, the influence of “Chicago boys” in economic policy change in Latin America, either directly or indirectly. See Drake 1994; Harberger 1997; Montecinos 1997; and Murillo 2002.
economic policy, countries may adopt new global norms before they are really ready.

The other principal emulation approach draws on reference group theory in social psychology. From this perspective, individuals emulate the behavior of their self-identified peers, even when they cannot ascertain that doing so will in fact be in their best interests. At the international level, sociocultural linkages (common language, history, religion, and so on) may contribute to “psychological proximity” among nations. Indeed, many cross-national analyses of diffusion find significant effects of cultural similarities that cannot readily be explained by learning or competition.

A test of these constructivist arguments might begin with a look at the effect of participation in NGOs, INGOs, professional communities, and other groups that actively promote new policy norms. One might also test for the effect of shared cultural values by examining the effect of shared cultural heritage, language, and religion, controlling for effects of competition, learning, and coercion. The availability of good, longitudinal data on a wide range of economic, trade, political, and other factors has made these kinds of nuanced tests of hypotheses possible in recent years. Net of coercion, competition, and learning, do the ideas of leading epistemic communities or advocacy groups have effects? Some of the studies reported in this symposium show that they do.

Four Varieties of Liberalism

The articles in this symposium explore these four diffusion mechanisms with respect to four different classes of policy: liberalization of international economic transactions (bilateral investment treaties), domestic economic policy liberalization (tax policy), liberalization of the role of government (public-sector downsizing), and political liberalization (democratization). Here we provide a brief policy-by-policy preview.

International Economic Transactions: The Spread of Bilateral Investment Treaties

Zachary Elkins, Andrew Guzman, and Beth Simmons explore the diffusion of bilateral investment treaties that seek to improve foreign investors’ legal redress in countries where local regulatory and legal practices may appear to put foreign investment at risk. The article finds considerable evidence for diffusion through competition. Developing countries are much more likely to sign a bilateral investment treaty (usually with a developed country) when their prime competitors for trade and investment have done so. Other mechanisms may also be at play. Coer-

89. Simmons and Elkins 2004.
cion is not ruled out: countries that draw on the resources of the IMF tend to be much more likely to sign bilateral investment treaties (BITs), which may reflect a degree of pressure to do so. They also find some evidence of learning from the success of other developing country signers: in years when BITs were most strongly associated with FDI inflows, other countries were more likely to sign BITs as well. However, Elkins, Guzman, and Simmons find no evidence of emulation through region, common language or colonial history. They conclude that competitive pressures are likely the strongest engine of diffusion in this area.

Domestic Economic Liberalization: The Diffusion of Tax Schemes Internationally

Why have governments increasingly implemented domestic policies that seem to favor marketization over governmental intervention? Duane Swank examines the diffusion of new “market-conforming” corporate tax structures in the OECD following the adoption of a new tax regime in the United States in 1986. Swank argues that competition was the major driver of diffusion because the U.S. tax changes were most closely followed in other developed economies with similar political economic structures to those in America—that is, the institutions of liberal (uncoordinated) market institutions. According to Swank, competition with the United States for investment was the driving force of policy change among these countries, but not among the coordinated market economies of northern Europe. These countries came to adopt reforms similar to those enacted by President Ronald Reagan because the United States is the dominant host and supplier of capital investment throughout the developed world. The market for FDI in coordinated market economies, in contrast, operates more independently from the U.S. and is driven by other considerations.

Liberalization of the Structure of Government: The Diffusion of Public-Sector Downsizing

Chang Kil Lee and David Strang examine public-sector downsizing in the 1980s and 1990s in the OECD. As in the case of “market conforming” tax policies, there is no evidence of coercion. But unlike Swank, Lee and Strang do not believe that competition was the main driver of reductions in public-sector employment. Instead, they focus on an interesting learning process. In the context of the dominance of neoliberal thinking about the efficacy of downsizing, countries took strong signals from evidence that downsizing worked to improve economic performance but heavily discounted evidence showing that bigger public sectors were good for growth (by providing collective goods such as education and infrastructure undersupplied by markets). Lee and Chang thus propose a hybrid emulation and learning dynamic in which an influential epistemic community defined downsizing as a solution to the problem of poor economic performance, which in turn catalyzed only one type of learning—countries ignored evidence that was inconsistent with the new received wisdom but acted on evidence that was consistent with it.
Political Liberalization: The International Spread of Democracy

The final article examines political liberalization. Kristian Gleditsch and Michael Ward examine the diffusion of democracy and begin with the observation that the process of democratization has been geographically clustered. Given that most of the domestic correlates of democracy (levels of income, education, and so on) tend to change slowly, there is a strong prima facie case to be made that democracy spreads by some sort of regional diffusion. What is the nature of the diffusion? Gleditsch and Ward contend that coercion is the most important driver of this dynamic, though in a way that is quite different from the core-periphery archetype. In the case of democratization, powerful prodemocracy groups in neighboring countries apparently represent an effective power resource for would-be democratizers. Conversely, civil conflict in neighboring countries reduces the capacity of democratizers elsewhere in the region. Power operates here, but it is localized power resources available to pro- and antidemocracy groups within nations that matter.

Conclusion

How is it that we have come to live in such a globalized world? This is one of the most fundamental and puzzling questions we can ask as social scientists examining political and economic policy developments over the past half-century. How did marketization in its various guises gain a significant foothold in a growing number of countries? How and why have the various trappings of political liberalization—from elections to human rights—become important governing principles in most (though certainly not all) regions of the world?

Coercion, competition, learning, and emulation are distinct—and we think powerful—concepts. Nonetheless, drawing sharp dividing lines becomes more difficult as we move into the interstices among them. The IMF’s support for liberalization can be understood as coercive when policy conditions are explicitly attached to loans. But it may also be the case that the ideas espoused by the Fund and other international financial institutions are followed not only because of asymmetries in power but also for the kinds of reasons that constructivists focus on with respect to emulation. Distinctions might also be difficult to draw in the abstract between channeled learning and emulation. After all, as learning becomes more “boundedly” rational, it inevitably drifts closer to the kinds of processes one normally associates with emulation—taking cues from other countries with which a given nation shares cultural, linguistic, historical or religious affinities. The authors recognize the ambiguities that remain, despite state-of-the-art empirical testing.

90. For a recent argument that these (and possibly other) diffusion mechanisms can in fact all be subsumed within a single theoretical framework, see Braun and Gilardi 2006.
Each article contributes to a more qualitative interpretation of the results in light of the context of the issue area. Taken as a whole, these articles make a significant contribution to understanding liberalization’s diffusion throughout much of the world over the second half of the twentieth century.

The articles that follow provide a fascinating set of windows on the fundamental processes underlying globalization. No one denies that the underlying processes are complex, but our strategy in this volume is to contribute to knowledge of a complex whole through well-defined and rigorously executed studies that engage the basic framework set out in this introduction. This introduction is of course only a starting point for the inquiries that follow. Each piece adds its own rich insights to the issue area, adapting and amending the mechanisms set out above in appropriate and creative ways.

While each substantive article has its creative take on diffusion, all of the contributing scholars have pooled their intellectual efforts by working through a fairly consistent set of alternative mechanisms as well as testing for the “null hypothesis” of independent decision making. Swank’s article on tax liberalization covers important domestic political and economic explanations (the political orientation of the government, for example) that could be independently responsible for a more market-friendly tax policy, and controls for trade competition, as well as other diffusion mechanisms. The Elkins, Simmons, and Guzman article on bilateral trade agreements explicitly controls for the influences of liberalization in the region as well as liberalization trends in those states most likely to compete for global capital. The willingness of these authors to engage several common alternative hypotheses elucidates the diffusion of policies that have enhanced the global flow of capital over the past several decades.

Finally, the article on political liberalization presents strikingly complementary findings. Gleditsch and Ward’s work on the diffusion of democracy gives the null hypothesis (independent national factors) a real fighting chance, taking on “social requisites” theory. They find that the essentially domestic explanation is not quite as convincing as various diffusion influences on the prospects of political liberalization. To be sure, their explanations differ greatly: Gleditsch and Ward concentrate on the political resources provided by democratizing neighbors.

Very few symposia address as broad a topic in as comprehensive a way as does this collection of articles. All of the contributions address “liberalization,” but additional insights are gleaned by comparing marketization with democratization. Both may have their ideational explanations, but marketization, these studies seem to suggest, tends also to be subject to stronger competitive factors that are not as clearly present in explaining democratization. It is interesting to note that among the economic policy topics, competitive pressures can be found not only for external liberalization, but for domestic policy changes as well. This suggests that political economy explanations should begin seriously to resituate the study of domestic institutions and politics in a broader global or at least regional framework. Finally, this collection of articles allows for some interesting comparisons of global processes with regional ones. Two articles—those by Swank and Lee and Strang—focus exclusively on the OECD countries. These regional articles are
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quite telling in the context of the broader project. Swank’s article, for example, highlights the robustness of competitive pressures, which seem to be at work within the OECD as well as globally (as Elkins, Guzman, and Simmons demonstrate). The article by Lee and Strang shows that particular ideas account (asymmetrically) for much policy diffusion.

The goal of this volume is to theorize and test explanations of policy liberalization that involve interdependent decision making among governments. Large clusters of scholarship have tended, in our view, to be too domestic in orientation. The interdisciplinary nature of this project has been helpful in this regard. Not only is it useful for “political economy” approaches to liberalization to become resituated in a politically dynamic international economy; it is also useful to understand the nature of the international setting itself. Collaboration between political scientists and sociologists has usefully exposed areas of overlap as well as challenged scholars to think about how to incorporate and test alternative explanations from other disciplinary traditions. The articles that follow represent our efforts to understand, confront, and test explanations that seem promising without undue deference to disciplinary boundaries.
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